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About This Game

Elite vs. Freedom is an action-packed Indie third-person shooter game. In the near future, the Earth is controlled by a global
government. The Elite rule this new world order.
Executive power is enforced by the World Police Department. Few dare to resist this neo-feudalistic, corporatist, police state.
Leading the insurgence, a group known as Freedom takes up the fight.
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Mission locations around the globe (Hollywood, Rio, Vegas, Monaco, Tokyo, Aspen, and Dubai).
Both factions are playable on seven maps - four game modes in multiplayer (via Internet + LAN)
and 14 distinct missions in single-player or co-op mode.

Story and mission briefings are told through 16 exciting motion comics. Fight using weapon combos specialized for melee and
ranged attacks, including:

Assault Rifle with Chainsaw Bayonet,
Submachine Gun with Electroshock,
Grenade Launcher with Flame Thrower,
Bazooka with Toxin Spray,
Shotgun with Knife Bayonet,
Gatling Gun with Acid Spray,
Sniper Rifle with Mace Club,
Autocannon with Plasma Shock and Ballistic Shield.

Game Modes (Multiplayer)
Assassination
Freedom forces must locate a high-profile target on the map and eliminate the target within the designated timeframe. Elite
forces fight to protect the target until time runs out. Freedom forces have a difficult mission ahead of them, as the target is
heavily armed and dangerous.
Kidnapping
Freedom forces must capture and escort a high-profile Elite VIP to an evacuation point on the map. Elite forces fight to protect
the target and prevent Freedom from successfully extracting the target. Freedom forces must work quickly to complete the
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mission before time runs out.
Espionage
Freedom forces must locate a laptop containing special intelligence. Elite forces fight to protect this data at all cost. Freedom
forces must acquire the laptop and return to the extraction point before time runs out.
Sabotage
Freedom forces must target and destroy a designated area on the map using a bomb. Elite forces fight to prevent the attack.
Freedom forces must work together to protect the bomb carrier and complete the mission before time runs out.

Features
Indie Third-person shooter for PC, developed by a small remotely working team located in multiple countries.
Fight using weapon combos specialized for melee and ranged attack.
Two playable factions (Elite SWAT officers or Freedom insurgents) in single-player and two multiplayer modes (co-op
and player vs. player).
Mission locations around the globe (Hollywood, Rio, Vegas, Monaco, Tokyo, Aspen, and Dubai).
Single-Player

Freedom and Elite campaigns.
14 single-player missions.
16 motion comic cut scenes (intro, outro, and mission briefings).
AI (Artificial Intelligence) controlled human and drone combatants.
AI allies.
Cover system.
Co-Op Multiplayer (player vs. environment)

up to four friends can play together in the Co-Op Multiplayer mode.
14 missions playable online (via Internet + LAN) with friends.
Classic Multiplayer (player vs. player)
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four unique game modes (Assassination, Espionage, Kidnapping, and Sabotage).
seven multiplayer (arena-like) maps.
up to 20 players per map.
play via Internet and LAN.

The Developers
We're a team of freelance artists, designers, programmers and avid gamers who are working together remotely to create fun
Indie games with meaningful stories. We're an independently funded start-up registered in the USA, using a virtual office.
Besides making fun games, we do our best to ensure the highest levels of efficiency, flexibility and quality on a tight budget.
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Title: Elite vs. Freedom
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
AVE
Publisher:
AVE
Release Date: 31 May, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit only) with DirectX 9.0c, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
Processor: 2 GHz or better - Single Core Processor
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: A graphics card with Shader Model 3.0 support, such as nVidia GeForce 7800 or ATI x1300+
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 8 GB available space
Additional Notes: If you launch Elite vs. Freedom for the first time, UnSetup.exe needs to be run with administrator privileges.
It's recommended to install the latest drivers and updates.

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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a great game if you love softporn music. Note: I generally play games without Steam my actual playtime is much higher.
Haque is a brilliant, offbeat little roguelike (it debatably has a few lite trappings but leans more towards like), albeit somewhat
flawed in regards to its difficulty curve. Usually this puts me off off of other RLs but Haque still manages to keep me engaged
by excelling in other areas.
To get the negatives out of the way early, Haque is pretty easy, and particularly so at the start of each game, such that after a few
runs you're likely to never die before the first boss, the difficulty picks up from then on out but it still can't be considered
anywhere as difficult as most RLs. There is a difficulty slider called the "spiciness bar", however what it does is not fully
explained (as far as I can tell it gives enemies more HP and at higher settings improves their elemental resistances), and
increasing the difficulty doesn't appear to unlock any secret endings or provide a score multiplier (the game has morgue screens
but no score/difficulty tracking). If you would prefer a slightly more challenging game I'd advise increasing the difficulty a tad,
though don't go too far or everything becomes a damage sponge, I find playing at about 25% spiciness is prety good.
As for the positives, the character generation system, as well as the general flow of items the game provides and the crafting
system usually allow for (and necessitate) a fair bit of variety between runs, and for a game of modest scale there seems to be a
fair amount of rare item drops and secret crafting recipes which are pleasant little surprises when you discover them. The
combat system is also pretty robust, with a speed system and multipliers for all creature's attack and move speeds, as well as
accuracy, evasion, attack, defense, etc. At the same time nothing is hidden from the player so you can plan builds/item changes
with full knowledge of the upsides and downsides. Laying stats aside though, the core of the combat system is the 4 abilities the
player has, which are provided by your race, class, offhand item and primary hand item respectively. The latter two having a
fairly standard spread of weapons, ranged weapons, magic weapons, magic buff items and shields, every melee weapon also has
an associated special ability so it can be worth hanging onto several for situational uses. To top this all off the selection of
classes and races are pretty novel, this being epitomized by the flagship Eagle Werewolf class, another notable possibility being
Cactus Sorceror.
As for secondary attributes, the game's visuals are minimalistic in style, however each area's tileset has a fair bit of variety that
keeps them from looking samey, with grassy/forested areas looking particularly nice. Many occurences in-game are also
accompanied by visual effects, such as the player munching food or visibly chugging potions then flinging the bottle away,
skeletons shattering and slimes exploding and flinging globs of slime everywhere. The exploding slime effect is particularly
enjoyable, and is spectacular if you manage to defeat multiple slimes in one turn. The game also has a laid back soundtrack
dominated by acoustic guitar, which fits well and is enjoyable to listen to.
Finally, the developer of the game is still supporting it, despite lack of presence on the Steam forums, so bug fixes and small
content updates can be expected in future.
Overall I highly recommend Haque if you're interested in roguelikes or turn-based RPGs, though don't expect an incredibly
challenging game.. A Touhou game with gameplay based on obstacles avoidance and speed management and danmaku dodging
focused boss battles.
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Reccomanded to Touhou fans as is and to everyone else when it goes on sale.. Not normally the type of game I would play, but I
love ferrets and thought it was cute.
I will update this review as I progress.
1 hour - 3\/5 stars: I am enjoying it's simplicity, and relaxing effect of zipping around on the high seas while conducting
business. There is VERY little UI and everything is pretty cut and dry. Currently sailing from island to island doing random
tasks. Haven't encountered much of any action, just casual sailing. Add multiplayer eventually please, even if it's buggy and
terrible, it will open up a world of silliness.. It's one of those game that can be pretty fun to play, but it's also a indie multiplayer
game with a community that will die eventually. Luckily, it seems they're holding their playerbase pretty well.. Thx Capcom for
ruining the exclusivity!. The story behind is touching. After finishing this game, I download their other game called Crazy
Dreamz: MagiCats Edition to start creating my own level! Hope I am gonna be in the Next BestOf ;). Great little time killer with
a lot of comedy and choices that matter....
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This is a really cute game. I enjoyed the puzzles and it was a nice intro to the game.. This game is so unfinnished and buggy that
you spend half of the time falling trough unloaded textures. And on top of all the gameplay isnt anything to write home about
either. 0/10. It's a pretty good game. I've always been a fan of the tycoon games and this has the potential to be one of the good
ones. Some of the missions are abit confusing though (but it's still alpha, so it's ok) and there's abit of a misconseption from the
developers that seem to think that their language (german) is the international language. The news here on steam are in german
first and then english. Some of the menues are in german (I'm guessing they make the game in german and forgot to translate).
Since I'm from Denmark it's not that big of a problem, (we learned alot of german during WW2) but for the non european
people this could pose a problem.
Note to the developers: Please stop being lazy with the translations. How would you feel if you bought a game that was in
german and it later on turned into Danish? Jeg tror ikke i ville være særlig glade... So please respect the international language if
you want to be taken seriously as international game developers.. First waves I completed were somehow frustrating. But when
you get to the main part of the game, it's a real deal. Music rocks. You do some kind of a war dance with a bow.. PROS
(compared to Kikuya)
Better heroine (she has more personality)
Better artwork (but Kikuya was already pretty nice)
Better plot development and characters
"Best" options not obvious (for Kikuya, I got Super Happy Endings every 1st play)
CONS (compared to Kikuya)
Although better developed, the men are simply less interesting / charming than Kikuya's
Smut scenes are MUCH less sexy
ALL smut scenes are sorrowful
Some typos
Lack of variety (the guys have somewhat more similar personalities)
No music video opening
No Musashi option (and the game hinted many times that Musashi might be in love with Kiyoha)
Still too easy to have super happy ending
No bad endings. idk what i just played but 9/10
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